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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

To perform this task, we as students who took the Entrepreneurship course were given

the task to create a platform that is facebook to market our products. With the guidance shown

by our lecturers during the lectures, we were able to create facebook to help us in doing

business. There are many benefits we can do by using this facebook page. We are able to do

marketing about our products to the people who use this facebook platform.

We know there is a community of various groups where they also use this facebook

platform as their social media. We also know, when someone does a small business like I do, it

has given me knowledge about the sales made using this facebook platform. With this platform,

I can promote my products extensively. With the assignment that my lecturer had given me, I

was able to learn the technique of how to make postings for sale in soft and hard sell.
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3.0 GO-ECOMMERCE REGISTRATION (PRINT SCREEN)

Image 1: Personal Information

Image 2: Institution Information
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4.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS
4.1 NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS

Name : fatihahRielkies

Address : No.2/2014 Rumah Kakitangan Felcra Bhd Kg Kurnia, 32400 Ayer Tawar, Perak.

Facebook Address : https://web.facebook.com/fatihahRielkies

Telephone Number :            

Main Activities : Sell Rielkies Choco Jar

Rielkies Choco Jar is the one of the products that specialized in selling a variety of cereals with

premium chocolate. I use the dropship method where I will not hold the items but I use the

promotional method by promoting the products using social media like facebook. The promotion

is aimed at the residents of Beruas and Ayer Tawar and also to my friends at facebook.
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4.2 ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Founder
AERIL ZAFREL

↧
Stockist

↧
Dropship

HANI FATIHAH BINTI MUSTAPA KAMAL

4.3 MISSION / VISION
Mission

To make this business by supporting and distributing a cereal-based snack as a dessert known

as a well-known local product in the country and abroad.

Vision

To make income and profit by promoting various types of Rielkies to the market.
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4.4 DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS / SERVICES

Rielkies Choco Jar
Rielkies Choco Jar is a brand of Bumiputra Muslim food products that are believed to be 100%

halal. Founder of the product is Aeril Zafrel. The products that have been chosen are a

combination of cereals with premium chocolate are Riel Mini Crunch, Riel Ball and Riel Rice.

These products can also be eaten with bread and ice cream. It can also be eaten at breakfast

and also if hungry in the middle of night can enjoy it. These Rielkies are completely filled with a

very tasty layer of premium chocolate and have become everyone’s favorite.

4.5 PRICE LIST

Riel mini crunch
RM16.00

Riel ball
RM16.00

Riel rice
RM 16.00
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5.0 FACEBOOK PAGE
5.1 CREATING FACEBOOK (FB) PAGE

5.2 CUSTOMIZING URL
https://web.facebook.com/fatihahRielkies

https://web.facebook.com/fatihahRielkies
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5.3 FB TEASER POST

Teaser 1 Teaser 2

Teaser 3 Teaser 4
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Teaser 5 Teaser 6

Teaser 7
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5.4 COPYWRITING - HARD SELL

Hard sell 1 Hard sell 2

Hard sell 3 Hard sell 4
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Hard sell 5 Hard sell 6
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5.5 COPYWRITING - SOFT SELL

Soft sell 1 Soft sell 2

Soft sell 3 Soft sell 4
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Soft sell 5 Soft sell 6

Soft sell 7 Soft sell 8
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Soft sell 9
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5.6 GRAPHICS
FREQUENCY OF POSTING
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6.0 CONCLUSION

In a nutshell, social media platform such as Facebook is a great platform to everyone

especially during this pandemic of Covid-19. Through this media social platform, people can

promote their products and do online businesses at home. As a student, this social media does

helps me to gain experiences that can be used in the future. Facebook is the perfect media

social for me because it is a famous application and it is also easy to promote in hard sell and

soft sell.

After that, my product for this assignment is Rielkies Choco Jar, which specialized in

selling a variety of cereals. I am interested to sell this product because Rielkies Choco Jar use

premium chocolate and berries that everyone will surely love it. Moreover, by selling this product

on Facebook it can increase my side income as a dropship. Then, I also learn how to do a

promotion which aim my friends on facebook and other people. I really enjoyed to sell my

favourite food because I can give happiness for others by eating Rielkies Choco Jar

To sum up, facebook is the right market place to attract the customers. Therefore, this

assignment really helps me to learn and gain more knowledge about online business. If Allah

wills, I can be an entrepreneur in the future by completing this assignment.


